CHINA-CHINA
DIGESTIVE LIQUEUR

Produced at the foot of the French Alps by the Bigallet distillery according to the
original recipe since 1875, China-China Amer is an incomparably rich and
complex, 80 proof, orange-based bitter liqueur peppered with botanical infusions.
The intense orange aroma and flavor in China-China comes from Bigallet's
proprietary process of distilling fresh orange peel macerations. Every year from
December to February, the ‘zestage‘ takes place at Bigallet. Bitter oranges from
the West Indies Island of Curaçao and sweet oranges from Valencia, Spain are
carefully zested by hand. The zests are steeped in high-proof, neutral beet spirit
to macerate for three weeks before being distilled in alembic copper pot stills.
This distillate then goes through one more maceration and distillation in order to
concentrate the orange flavors and remove overly bitter volatile oils.
This intense orange distillate is then blended with earthy and bitter gentian, tart
chinchona bark, velvety anise, spicy clove, and a handful of other secret herbs and
spices. The flavors are married with rich caramel to balance the natural bitterness,
and the dark, orange glow of China-China is born.
Bigallet China-China Amer is perfectly balanced and excellent for sipping on its
own, mixed in classic and original cocktails and in the Rhone Alps classic, a
Bigallet Bière. Try pouring ¼- ¾ oz China-China into your favorite pilsner or wheat
beer to add a bitter, spiced orange kick.
Volume: 750 mL | ABV: 40% | Appearance: Dark, burnt caramel
Aroma: Bright orange zest, molasses, ginger spice cake
Tasting Notes: Warm, bittersweet orange marmalade, mulling spices, rich
caramel with a bitter finish

LEMON-CHINA
2 oz. BIGALLET China-China Amer
1 oz. Fresh lemon juice
Glass: Rocks glass
Garnish: None
Method: Shake, fine strain over large cube

ABOUT BIGALLET
The Bigallet Company was founded in 1872 in Lyon by Felix Bigallet. In 1885, the
company moved to Virieu, a tiny village at the foot of the Rhone Alps, where the
Bigallet family originated. They built the distillery close to the small railroad
station in order to have a shorter distance to carry deliveries of sugar and other
ingredients. Today, the village of Virieu has a population of around 1,200, and
members of the Bigallet family still operate the charming distillery that produces
fine fruit syrups and unique Alpine spirits for the surrounding region.
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